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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
  AT&T Ohio1, by its attorneys, and pursuant to Ohio Admin. Code § 4901-1-5-

02(B)(1), requests a waiver of Ohio Admin. Code § 4901:1-5-03(B), the Minimum Telephone 

Service Standards ("MTSS") rule dealing with supplying printed telephone directories to 

customers.  The Commission recently granted similar relief to Cincinnati Bell Telephone 

Company LLC ("CBT") in its Finding and Order adopted on January 7, 2009.  Like CBT, AT&T 

Ohio proposes a more progressive, customer-focused, and environmentally-friendly method of 

providing customers with its published residential listings than what is permitted under the 

MTSS.  While AT&T Ohio's waiver request differs from CBT's in some respects, the policy and 

practical reasons underlying the request are the same.   

 

  The Commission's rule currently requires that local exchange carriers annually 

supply their customers with directory information through one of two means:  either a printed 

directory, or through free directory assistance.  Ohio Admin. Code § 4901:1-5-03(B) provides: 

  
 
                     
1 The Ohio Bell Telephone Company uses the name AT&T Ohio. 
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(B) Local exchange carriers (LECs) shall annually supply their customers with directory 
information through one of the following means: 
 
(1) A printed directory(ies) that must include, at a minimum, all published telephone 
numbers in current use within the ILEC local calling area. Upon a customer's request, 
each LEC shall provide, free of charge, an applicable directory(ies) for all exchanges 
which are within the ILEC local calling area, including any exchanges that are within the 
local calling area as a result of extended area service. The printed directory shall be 
provided free of charge to customers. LECs may give customers the option to request an 
electronic directory, where available, in lieu of a printed directory, but if they make this 
option available, LECs must, in this instance, provide the electronic directory at no 
charge. 
 
(2) Free directory assistance for all published telephone numbers in current use within the 
ILEC local calling area. In addition, the LEC shall include on its web site the printed 
information required by paragraph (C) of rule 4901:1-5-03 of the Administrative Code. 
An annual notice shall also inform customers that, in lieu of a printed directory, they will 
be provided free directory assistance for all telephone numbers in current use within their 
local calling area. [emphasis added] 

 
 
  Consistent with this rule, AT&T Ohio provides customers with printed white 

pages directories that include an alphabetical listing of all customers with published numbers.  

The directories are automatically delivered to every individual customer location (with multiple 

copies provided to businesses).  AT&T Ohio is aware that customers have become less reliant 

on, and have less interest in, these directories for a number of reasons.  First and foremost, the 

movement from wireline to wireless services as well as a high demand for privacy with 

consumers requesting non-published numbers has contributed to the decreasing number of 

residential white pages listings.2  Furthermore, many customers seek to access listing 

                     
2 In Ohio, based on FCC data, there are more numbers that are not in the printed directories than are in the 
directories.  Indeed, a recent report issued by the FCC's Wireline Competition Bureau shows that in Ohio for Dec 
2007 there were 4,762,633 lines provided by ILECs (Table 10), 1,170,979 lines provided by CLECs (Table 11), and 
9,098,920 Wireless subscribers (Table 14).  Report available at: 
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-285509A1.doc.  Thus, over 60% of the numbers in Ohio 
are wireless and extremely few are listed in the directories.  In addition, and at least in AT&T Ohio’s experience, 
many residential customers proactively choose to not have their listing printed in the directory. 
 

http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-285509A1.doc
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information by using electronic devices in order to retrieve information from their homes, 

businesses, and remote locations.  And, without question, many customers endorse 

environmentally-friendly alternatives.  Nevertheless, the directories are automatically delivered 

even if customers do not want them.   

 

  Customers are increasingly relying on the electronic phone books contained in 

their wireless and wireline devices, using Caller ID to capture numbers, accessing listings from 

directories on the Internet, and using directories provided by their employers, schools, civic 

associations and places of worship.  Recognizing that technological changes lead to lifestyle 

changes and a demand for innovative new products and services, AT&T has initiated similar 

directory alternatives in other states to provide customers with more desirable alternatives.  In 

addition, other states have already addressed the availability of optional forms of providing 

listing information and have adopted alternatives to delivery of the traditional printed directory.3 

 

 
3 Most recently, the Oklahoma Corporation Commission amended its rule as follows: 
 

Provision of directory to end-users; frequency. Each telecommunications service provider shall provide in 
conjunction with the provisioning of local exchange service, or make arrangements to provide to its end-users 
an alphabetical telephone directory for each service territory, exchange or group of exchanges.  
Telecommunications service providers may furnish white page directories in a variety of electronic formats, 
including CD-Rom, via the Internet, or as printed directories.  Such directory shall be issued at intervals 
consistent with satisfactory service, which, in the absence of unusual circumstances, will be at least once each 
year. If any alternative to a printed paper directory is provided, customers are to be furnished with notification at 
the time the directory is issued that they may request a printed version of their local directory at no charge. The 
notification shall also include a toll free number established for honoring such customer requests. A directory 
for an exchange or calling area may be issued. A printed copy of each directory published, which contains 
exchanges located in the State of Oklahoma, shall be furnished to the Commission and the Director of the 
Public Utility Division (Oklahoma exchanges only). 
 

In the Matter of a Rulemaking of the Oklahoma Corporation Commission, Amending OAC 165:55, Telecommunications 
Service Rules, Cause No. 200800005 submitted for legislative approval on January 7, 2009.  Limited distribution of 
white pages directories has been permitted by the Illinois Commerce Commission.  R. H. Donnelley, Petition for 
Variance of Section 735.180 of the Illinois Admin. Code, No. 07-0434, Order, October 24, 2007. 
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 Based on the diminishing use of the printed residential white pages directories by 

customers and the growing reliance on and desire to use technological applications to retrieve 

directory information, change is in order.  It no longer makes sense for AT&T Ohio to distribute 

printed residential white pages directories to every customer every year.  AT&T is committed to 

responding to customers’ changing needs as well as to not wasting resources and operating in an 

environmentally friendly manner.  Moving to replace an inefficient customer product with a 

more environmentally friendly solution is a positive initiative which effectively melds customer 

needs and desires with more efficient resource usage.  As a result, customer choice as well as 

resource utilization is enhanced and improved. 

  

  AT&T Ohio is committed to providing its customers with the ability to choose 

how they access and use traditional residential white pages listing information.  However, the 

Commission’s current rule prevents the adoption of the evolving technological alternatives that 

customers desire.  While Section 4901:1-5-03(B)(1) allows a LEC to give customers the option 

to request an electronic directory in lieu of a printed directory, this rule also requires that the 

customer affirmatively request an electronic directory first.  This condition is no longer 

reasonable.  By nature, it is not likely that customers will take affirmative action to stop the 

delivery of the paper directory even if they no longer wish to receive it and so, printed 

directories will continue to be delivered to customers who do not want them and who do not use 

them.  Moreover, because directories are currently distributed by automatically delivering one to 

every customer location in the service territory, with numerous copies being delivered to 

businesses, it would not be practical for the Company to "suppress" delivery to only a few select 

locations.  Through this filing, AT&T Ohio seeks to have the flexibility of making an electronic 
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directory an acceptable option for delivering residential white pages directory listings, thus 

eliminating the automatic delivery of printed residential white pages directories to AT&T Ohio 

customers. 

 

  Such a change is possible because AT&T Ohio customers will have access to an 

electronic version of the residential white pages directory that is free to anyone over the Internet 

and which contains features superior to the printed directory.  First of all, AT&T's user-friendly 

directory website, www.RealPagesLive.com, provides directory information in the traditional 

directory format.  The same look and feel of the printed directory is provided on-line, but with 

capabilities simply not possible using a printed version.  In addition, customers are able to access 

their local directory from any location where they can establish an Internet connection.  The site 

is not burdened with other news or information.  All of the existing directory information is 

located on this site, including residential white pages listings, business white pages listings, 

government listings and the Customer Guide, which contains the Customer Bill of Rights and 

other information required by O.A.C. 4901:1-5-03(C).   

 

  Moreover, this website also includes access to the AT&T Real Yellow Pages, and 

by June 2009, every AT&T directory published in 21 states will be available on this site, 

providing customers with access to more directory information than they currently receive.  In 

order to ensure that customers continue to receive some of the most important information 

currently included in the printed residential white pages directory, AT&T Ohio proposes to 

distribute the Customer Guide information and the business white pages with the printed AT&T 

Real Yellow Pages directory that will continue to be published and distributed by its affiliate to 
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every customer.  As previously disclosed, the Customer Guide information is currently, and will 

continue to be, available on the www.RealPagesLive.com website under the "Guides" tab.  

   

  The electronic directory is superior to the printed version in a number of other 

ways:  it is searchable electronically and listings can be located instantaneously, while the 

printed book can only be consulted manually by reviewing alphabetical listings; the user can 

page forward or backward to check on other listings or see the other portion of a listing caption; 

it is easily accessible anywhere there is Internet access, even over cell phones and PDAs; 

business websites listed in the printed directory become hot links to the actual business websites 

in the electronic directory; and, font size can be easily adjusted to meet the needs and 

preferences of each customer. 

 

  AT&T Ohio believes that most customers desire to have such new means of 

accessing directory listings.  Nevertheless, AT&T Ohio also recognizes that some customers will 

continue to have a preference for printed residential white pages listing information.  Therefore, 

the Company will continue to make this option readily available to customers.  By simply calling 

a toll free number, these customers will be able to request a printed copy of the residential white 

pages that will be shipped to them at no charge and without any shipping or handling fees.  The 

key is customer choice.  That is, the customers will have the opportunity to decide which 

directory product or products they need and which format they prefer to utilize.  

 

  In addition to the options previously discussed by which customers may access 

residential listing information, AT&T also offers customers two other alternatives.  First, 
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YELLOWPAGES.COM is an AT&T website through which the public may request electronic 

business and residential white pages listings from anywhere in the country.  Second, AT&T will 

also publish the Cleveland and Columbus directories on CD-ROMs.  These CD-ROMs will 

contain the same directory content that can be found in the printed directories and on 

www.RealPagesLive.com.   The CD-ROMs will also be readily available at no charge, and 

without shipping handling fees, through the same toll free telephone number that will be used to 

request a printed copy of the residential white pages directory.  AT&T will annually assess 

whether CD ROMs should be offered for other directories, as well as whether or not the CD 

ROMs should be continued for Cleveland and Columbus.  

 

  In order to ensure that customers are aware of the directory delivery changes and 

that they always have a readily available, written explanation of their options, a full page, 

informational notice will be prominently placed in the front section of the printed directory 

containing the Customer Guide, the business white pages and the AT&T Real Yellow Pages that 

will continue to be delivered annually to customers in the event this waiver is granted.  This page 

of information will describe all of the alternatives for acquiring residential directory information, 

including how to access free listings at www.RealPagesLive.com and how to obtain a free 

printed copy of the residential white pages listings, a free copy of the CD-ROM (in Columbus 

and Cleveland) and the toll free number to use to order that information.  In addition, a “ride-

along” card or letter containing the same information detailing the directory options available to 

the customer will be delivered with the printed AT&T Real Yellow Pages during the first 

delivery cycle associated with directories for which electronic alternatives are replacing delivery 

of printed residential white pages listings.   

http://www.realpageslive.com/
http://www.realpageslive.com/
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  For these reasons, AT&T Ohio requests that the Commission grant it a waiver of 

Ohio Admin. Code § 4901:1-5-03(B)(1), allowing AT&T Ohio the flexibility of making an 

electronic directory an acceptable option for delivering residential white pages directory listings, 

consistent with this request.  

 

 

       Respectfully submitted, 

 
       AT&T OHIO 
 
 
      By: _/s/Mary Ryan Fenlon 
       Jon F. Kelly  
       Mary Ryan Fenlon (Counsel of Record) 
       AT&T Services, Inc. 
       150 E. Gay St., Rm. 4-A 
       Columbus, Ohio 43215 
        
       (614) 223-3302 
 
       Its Attorneys 
- 
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